
MESSAGE 

 

Jammu and Kashmir Police is entering into a new era where connectivity is going to 

play a major role in its day to day activities. Police is an important organ in the State which 

manages law and order and enforces rule of law. The requirement of access to needy persons 

who have to report or pass information of any incident with aid of modern technological tool to 

apprise the authorities of any incident for its prompt action. The crime scenario manifestation is 

changing fast from physical form to digital orientation. It has been found to be abused and 

misused by anti- social elements to cheat and defraud the innocent people by exploiting the 

loopholes in the system with its speed, precision and state of art. The modern police has to keep 

pace with technological advancements to combat such elements who may operate from for off 

places for wrongful gains and threatening the security of the country. With the thrust on 

transparent and accountable system of administration, launching of website by Police 

Department in an opportunity to general public to access it and make use of it for their 

grievances and offer suggestions for better policing in our country. 

 

The state Crime Branch is entrusted with investigation of inter-districts/ interstate 

crime or crime of any special nature which has wider ramifications in the crime management 

system. The Crime Branch is functioning within the ambit of SRO-202 issued by State Home 

Department having the function of Police Station and can be of great use in tracing the missing 

persons, stolen vehicles, look out notices, campaign against circulation of fake currency, 

Narcotic, Cyber crime, Human trafficking, gangs, smugglers who are part of organized crime 

and indulge in economic offences.  

 

I request the public in general to visit this site for getting information on various issues 

and pass such information to Crime Branch which will enable us in prevention, detection of 

crime and maintain law and order in our State. 

 

I congratulate State Crime Branch for launching this project in record time which has 

covered various aspects of its functioning in collaboration with NIC who extended technical 

support to put the Crime Branch on net. I hope this site help all those who need our assistance 

and enable a healthy interaction between general public and J&K Police. 
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